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Map provided courtesy of Sometimes Sailing, founded by Dan & Mikkel Woodruff, and providing
information about cruises and all things cruise-related, including information about great nautical
themed gifts, to sustainable fishing and seafood.
https://sometimessailing.com/united-states-cruise-ports-map-info
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Introduction

The return of the cruise ships
With most, if not all, the US-based cruise ships due to return to service this year,
the US cruising scene looks to be returning to something akin to normality.
The USA is by far the world’s largest region by the
number of ships and people boarding a cruise ship.

offering cruises in the Great Lakes, which divides the
USA and Canada.

A major plus point is that the US Centres for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) has dropped its Travel
Health Notice for cruise ships in preference for guidance notes, although warning that the COVID situation was far from over.

In the following pages, we have attempted to highlight
some of the major changes and initiatives underway
to make US cruising even more attractive to both domestic and international travellers.

Alaskan cruises should also get a boost from the
proposal to issue exemptions to the Passenger Vessel Services Act (PVSA), which will allow foreign flag
cruise ships direct access between US states without
the need to call at a foreign port, such as a Canadian
stopover, although the British Columbia cities of Vancouver and Victoria remain popular destinations, as
does Canada’s eastern seaboard.
Cruise ships now homeport at several ports on the US
west, east and Gulf coast areas of the large country,
thus giving the regional population ample opportunity
to take a cruise.
The Great Lakes/St Lawrence River region will also
see a boost this year when Viking Cruises ‘Viking
Octantis’ joins domestic US cruise operators

Setting the scene is the second in the series of VesselsValue country infographics depicting the scale of
US cruising. Ports are also represented, as several
have invested in new or upgraded passenger terminals, most notably in the cruise capital of the world
- Miami.
Keeping travellers healthy is an even more vital service on board ship since the pandemic shut down
cruising worldwide. We talk to a leading player offering medical services to cruise ships 24/7.
Finally, we highlight a couple of events scheduled for
Miami this year, which should put US cruising firmly
back on the map.

Ian Cochran - Editor

Full House. Miami has been upgrading and building new terminals to cater for the next generation cruise ships. Photo credit - PortMiami
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USA CRUISE MARKET

USA Cruise Fleet Breakdown by Value (USD Bn)

USA Large Cruise Fleet - $39.65 Bn
USA Mega Cruise Fleet - $11.66 Bn
USA Small Cruise Fleet - $4.24 Bn

USA Cruise Fleet

Global Cruise Fleet
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Cruise Port Calls
Total port calls globally in 2019: 70,139

Top 5 USA port calls in 2019
Port

Unique Cruise Ships

Total Port Calls

69
36
47
39
37

1,110
709
564
514
422

Miami
Port Canaveral
Port Everglades
Juneau
Ketchikan

Total port calls globally in 2021: 27,999

Top 5 USA port calls in 2021
Port

Unique Cruise Ships

Total Port Calls

69
41
26
9
21

686
348
345
230
230

Miami
Port Everglades
Port Canaveral
Galveston
Los Angeles

USA Cruise Heatmaps

2019

Activity from 01/01/2019 to 31/12/2019

2021

Activity from 01/01/2021 to 31/12/2021

Source: VesselsValue as of March 2022
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CDC drops Travel Health Notice
On 30th March, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) dropped its cruise
Travel Health Notice after progressively lowering its values in the past few months.

E

ffectively, the removal of the notice ends some
two years of warning US citizens not to take a
cruise.

CDC had lowered its cruise ship travel warning,
going from Level 4 (the highest), to Level 3 and on
15th February, to Level 2, where it remained until
dropping out altogether on 30th March

Covid cases on cruise ships as a result of the sector’s effective health protocols had meant that the US
Government agency saw no reason to warn the public against travelling on a ship as a risk for catching
Covid.

Recommendations

Level 4 was reached on 30th December last year,
as the Omicron variant brought a surge of cases,
which included a higher number of breakthrough infections.

CDC’s website now advises travellers to be up to date
with Covid-19 vaccines before going on a cruise, and
shares its recommendations for how to keep safe
while travelling.

Following the expiration of the CDC’s extended
Conditional Sailing Order (CSO) last January, the
agency moved to a voluntary opt-in programme for
foreign-flagged cruise ships operating in US waters.

For example it is recommended that travellers
should -

Most if not all of the foreign flagged cruise ships
operating in US waters agreed to join the new voluntary programme, which will continue to provide guidance to the cruise industry.
As a result, cruise travel no longer carries a CDC
Covid-19 risk warning but this does not mean that
there is no risk from COVID when taking a cruise, the
centre stressed. . .
Industry group Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA) responded by saying that the CDC’s decision to altogether remove the Travel Health Notice for
cruising recognises the effective public health measures in place on cruise ships and begins to level the
playing field, between cruise and similarly situated
venues on land, for the first time since March, 2020.
“From the onset of the pandemic, CLIA’s cruise
line members have prioritised the health and safety
of their guests, crew, and the communities they visit
and are sailing today with health measures in place
that are unmatched by virtually any other commercial
setting,” CLIA claimed in a statement.
The association also confirmed that all of its members and ships had opted into the new programme.
Royal Caribbean said in a blog that plummeting
2022 USA SPECIAL REPORT sponsored by CSI

•	Check cruise line requirements for testing and/
or vaccination.
• Get travel insurance.
• If travelling by air, check airline requirements.
•	Wear a well-fitting mask on planes, buses,
trains, and other forms of public transport.
The CDC also still advises travellers to check their
cruise ship’s colour code and vaccination status classification online before travelling. The CDC dashboard
tracks Covid-19 cases reported for each ship in the
programme, whether a ship has opted out and other
Covid-related information (see page 9).
It also advises travellers to consult with their doctors about additional precautions if they are immuno-compromised or at higher risk for severe illness.
The rest of the recommendations centre around
not travelling if you have or had Covid and how to protect yourself and others, as mentioned above.
Throughout the previous two years, the CDC and
the cruise industry have been at loggerheads about
how safe is cruising, due to Covid-19, both individually
and through CLIA.
Following the cruise industry voluntarily shutting
down in March, 2020, the CDC totally banned cruise
ship travel in the US. This ban remained in place for
www.cruise-ship-industry.com
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several months, while the CDC and the cruise industry
worked to draw up new regulations to ensure a return
to cruising would be safe for all guests, crew members
and the communities ships visit, RCI said.
“There was a lot of back and forth, and the CDC
held the cruise ships to a different standard from
other forms of leisure travel,” RCI said.
Following the Omicron variant, the CDC began to
relax its views on the risk of going on a cruise ship.
The CDC lowered its warning levels, while at the same
time relaxing health protocols.
All of the cruise lines operating in the US are operating under the CDC’s Covid-19 Programme for Cruise
Ships, which is a series of recommendations that advise on COVID-19 protocols on board.
The CDC had ranked international destinations
with known COVID levels into 4 tiers, with Level 1
being ‘low’ and Level 4 being ‘very high’ for risk.

As for the CSO, this is voluntary.
Vessels operating in US waters and sailing international itineraries that choose not to participate will
be classed as ‘grey’ on the agency’s Cruise Ship Colour Status website (dashboard) to indicate that the
CDC hasn’t reviewed the health and safety protocols
put in place by that ship’s operator.
Cruise ships that opt-out but only operate in US
waters will not be listed.
Most if not all of the foreign flag cruise ships
operating in or from US waters have opted into the
scheme, as has all CLIA’s members’ ships.
Cruise ships are defined by the CDC as all commercial, non-cargo, foreign-flagged, passenger-carrying vessels subject to US jurisdiction with the capacity
to carry 250 or more individuals (passengers and
crew) with an itinerary anticipating an overnight
stay on board or a 24-hour stay on board for either
passengers or crew.

Cruise Ship Colour Status Key
Green - No reported cases of COVID-19 or COVID-19-like illness (CLI).
Orange - Reported cases of COVID-19 are below the threshold for CDC investigation.
Yellow - Reported cases of COVID-19 have met the threshold for CDC investigation.

Red
- Reported cases of COVID-19 are at or above the threshold for CDC investigation.
Additional public health measures are in place.
 rey - Opted out of CDC’s COVID-19 Program for Cruise Ships. CDC has not reviewed or confirmed
G
the cruise ship’s health and safety protocols.
Note: If the CDC is considering assigning a cruise ship a ‘Red’ status, it may require ships to do one
or more of the following:
• Test all passengers mid-voyage, and/or prior to the end of the voyage, regardless of the passengers’
vaccination status.
• Increase routine screening testing of crew.
• Require mask use by all passengers and crew indoors and crowded outdoor areas.
• Send written notification to passengers on the current, previous, and subsequent voyages informing
them of the COVID-19 conditions and measures being taken to reduce transmission on board.
• Offer a full refund for the cruise to any passenger who decides not to sail on the subsequent voyage.
• Submit specimens for genetic sequencing.

2022 USA SPECIAL REPORT sponsored by CSI
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Cruise guests add significantly to
the US economy
In a recent report prepared for the Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA) by Tourism
Economics, part of the Oxford Economics Group, it was claimed that international visitors to the
US generate significant economic activity.

T

he report looked at cruise passenger spend
across various sectors in the country. This
spending was categorised as an export given
that it represented an influx of foreign money to purchase local goods and services.

are considered.

Cruising was an important driver of international
visits to the US, the report said. For example, in 2019,
before the onset of the pandemic, the US hosted
around 2.5 mill cruise visitors from around the world,
who added $4.5 bill to the US economy.

According to CLIA’s State of the Industry Outlook
2022 report published in January this year, nearly
100% of its members ocean going fleet of about 500
vessels is expected to be operational by the end of
July this year.

To quantify the economic significance of the cruise
sector to the US, Tourism Economics prepared a
model detailing the impacts arising from the spending
of these international visitors.

Passenger volumes are expected to recover and
surpass 2019 figures by the end of next year and are
forecast to recover by in excess of 12% above 2019
levels by the end of 2026.

The results showed the scope of economic impacts
in terms of direct visitor spending, economic output,
jobs, personal income and tax impacts.

As for sustainability, by 2027, CLIA members fleet
will include 26 LNG powered vessels (16% of global
capacity); 231 fitted with advanced wastewater treatment systems (81% of capacity); 174 fitted for shore
power (16% capacity); 176 fitted with exhaust gas
cleaning systems/scrubbers (91% of those not powered by LNG).

Total impacts included:
Business sales = $9.7 bill
GDP = $5.2 bill
Employment = 58,720 jobs
Personal income = $3 bill
Taxes = $1.3 bill
Direct visitor spending by international cruise
visitors totalled $4.5 bill in 2019. Including indirect
and induced impacts, tourism activity supported $9.7
bill in business sales.

Supporting jobs
International cruise visitors supported a total of
58,720 jobs when indirect and induced impacts are
considered, while tourism generated $1.3 bill in direct
income and $3 bill when indirect and induced impacts

2022 USA SPECIAL REPORT sponsored by CSI

Visitor spending supported jobs and business
sales generating $13 bill in governmental revenues in
2019. State and local taxes alone amounted to $656
mill in 2020.

Around 272 ships are expected to be operational
this year worldwide with an average passenger capacity of 2,126. These include five LNG powered vessels and nine expedition ships. Some 100% of these
will be fitted with advanced wastewater systems.
North America continued to lead the way as a
source market for cruises during 2018-2020 at 51%
of the total with Western Europe in second place at
21%.
The top destinations during the period were the
Caribbean, Bahamas and Bermuda with 44% of the
total in regions where cruise ships operate, the report
said.

www.cruise-ship-industry.com
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See you
in Miami
Explore

over 500 exhibitors
showing the very latest cruise
innovations

Network with 10,000 cruise
and destination executives from
right across the globe

Take Away

a wealth of
knowledge from leading lights at
the world class conference

Discover

hidden gems,
beautiful interiors, brilliant tech
and future thinking

Relax

with friends old
and new and enjoy your stay
in Miami Beach

Celebrate such a vibrant

and resilient industry, packed with
ideas… perfect for you

REGISTER TODAY at www.seatradecruiseglobal.com
25-28 April 2022 | Expo: 26-28 April 2022 | Miami Beach Convention Center, Miami, FL USA
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Pandemic reveals Significance of Cruise Economic Impact

2022 is a Pivotal Transition Year for the Cruise Industry, with Full
Recovery Projected in 2023

2022 CLIA Ocean-Going Member Fleet

Source: CLIA
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MARITIME
PAYMENT SOLUTIONS
SIMPLIFIED
Optimize Your Payments
From paying wages at sea to settling global invoices and
minimizing onboard cash, we recognize the unique financial
circumstances facing the maritime industry. That’s why we
created ShipMoney – the simple, secure, and cost-effective
way to move money across borders and oceans.

Empower Your Crew
ShipMoney was built one account-holder at a time.
Today, our global community of seafarers enjoys instant,
transparent payments anywhere on earth, with an easy-to-use
mobile app that lets them save, spend and send their
money worldwide at the push of a button.

A BETTER WAY TO PAY STARTS TODAY
Contact us for a demo of our award-winning platform
sales@shipmoney.com
2022 USA SPECIAL REPORT sponsored by CSI

•

shipmoneycorporate.com
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PortMiami invests for the future
In 2019, the last fiscal year of full operations before the onset of the pandemic, the world’s
cruise capital, PortMiami, enjoyed a record-breaking year.

D

uring the 12-month period ending 30th September, 2019, Miami experienced a 22% increase
in cruise passengers, surpassing its previous record, with a total of 6,824,000 passengers.
This growth was strengthened by the development
of new business.
For example, Royal Caribbean International officially opened Cruise Terminal A, the Crown of Miami
and celebrated the arrival of what was then the world’s
largest ship, ‘Symphony of the Seas’.
Norwegian Cruise Line also welcomed the ’Norwegian Bliss’; Carnival Cruise Line added its new ’Carnival
Horizon’; Viking Ocean Cruises introduced the ’Viking
Star’ and ’Viking Sun, while MSC Cruises welcomed the
’MSC Armonia’ that year.
In addition, PortMiami consolidated its various partnerships by securing a series of long-term deals and
new terminal developments with Carnival Corp, MSC
Cruises, Norwegian Cruise Line Bahamas, Terminal
Link Miami, and Virgin Voyages.
At the time, these initiatives were anticipated to
generate an additional estimated economic impact to
South Florida of about $7.8 bill with 27,500 jobs new
direct, induced, and indirect jobs annually.
The largest investment is the MSC terminal, known

as Terminal AA, which joins other major facilities added
to PortMiami.
This $350 mill terminal will be the largest in North
America when it opens next year. It will be able to handle up to 36,000 passengers per day and host three
latest generation ships simultaneously.
A goundbreaking ceremony was held on 10th March
this year, for the four storey building, which will be
fitted with four embarkation decks.
The Cruise Division of MSC Group and Italian shipbuilder Fincantieri announced a partnership in July,
2021 whereby Fincantieri Infrastructure would construct the facility, which will feature a striking design
by architecture firm, Arquitectonica.
The new terminal will be able to accommodate MSC
Cruises’ largest and most environmentally advanced
cruise ships, including its current flagship, ‘MSC Seashore’, and the line’s future LNG-powered ‘World’ class
ships.
Most of the ships berthed at the new Miami terminal will be able to plug in to the local power grid,
in line with PortMiami’s plans to enable shore power
connectivity.
Elsewhere, Royal Caribbean built the first of the
modern terminals, which is located next to the new
MSC terminal site.

Artist’s impression of MSC’s $350 mill terminal. Picture credit - PortMiami

2022 USA SPECIAL REPORT sponsored by CSI
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Island for Virgin Cruises.
Last month, PortMiami also celebrated the topping
out of Terminal F, which is being rebuilt for Carnival
Cruise Line.

Artist’s impression of NCL’s new terminal at Miami

Norwegian Cruise Line also completed a terminal
last year when cruising resumed and recently PortMiami opened Terminal V at the western end of Dodge

PortMiami’s Cruise Terminals
PortMiami’s cruise terminals -- among the most
modern in the world -- have been designed to
quickly move passengers from land to sea.
Those arriving by car can opt for on-port parking
with special arrangements for travellers with disabilities. For those arriving by taxi, shuttle bus or
limousine, drop off is directly in front of each terminal and entry ways are designed for a quick and
easy check-in and boarding process.
Terminal AA/AAA - MSC Cruises - MSC to design,
finance, build, operate and maintain Cruise Terminals AA/AAA and its two berths. Approximate
cost = $350 mill.
Terminal A - Royal Caribbean/The Crown of
Miami - In November, 2018, Royal Caribbean
Cruises officially opened Terminal A, currently the
largest cruise terminal in the US, in collaboration
with Miami-Dade County.
This new terminal serves as homeport to some of
Royal Caribbean’s largest ships.
Terminal B - Norwegian Cruise Line/The Pearl
of Miami - The $239 mill Pearl of Miami terminal
can accommodate vessels carrying up to 5,000
passengers.
NCLH has also partnered with Miami-Dade County
to make the terminal and certain home ported vessels shore power ready by the Autumn of 2023.

2022 USA SPECIAL REPORT sponsored by CSI

Miami-Dade County has signed an agreement with
six leading cruise companies – Carnival Corp, Disney
Cruise Line, MSC Cruises, Norwegian Cruise Line, Royal
Caribbean Group, and Virgin Voyages – plus Florida
Power and Light - to develop shore power at the cruise
terminals.
Grants have already been approved for this project
to go ahead.

Terminal C - Cruise Terminal C - Renovated at an
estimated cost of $13 mill.
Terminals D and E - An expansion project for larger class ships was completed in 2013/2018 and
are LEED certified ‘silver’. The terminal’s apron
was also upgraded with new passenger boarding
bridges. Total cost Terminal D = $7 mill, Terminal
E = $5-8 mill.
Terminal F - Carnival Corp and Dade County
signed an agreement to renovate Terminal F to
accommodate Carnival Cruise Line’s mega cruise
ships at an estimated cost of $170 mill.
Terminal G - Improvements to the terminal included enhancing the interior and waterproofing
the iconic ‘sails,’ which makes the terminal one
of Miami landmarks. This work was competed in
2013 at a total cost of $2 mill.
Terminal J - PortMiami’s boutique cruise terminal
was designed to cater to small vessels and luxury
cruises. It has recently undergone a $3 mill facelift.
Terminal V - Virgin Voyages/Palm Grove - The recently opened $180 mill Virgin Voyages Terminal
is located on the northwest side of the port and
hosts the ‘Scarlet Lady’.
This terminal will be shore power ready by 2023
and is part of Miami-Dade County’s Shore Power
Phase 1 project.

www.cruise-ship-industry.com
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Seattle - Gateway to Alaska
One of the major gateways to Alaska, the Port of Seattle has estimated 296 scheduled sailings
bringing a forecast 1.26 mill revenue passengers through its two cruise ship terminals this
season, which starts in April.

C

ruise lines are adding additional ships to the Alaska market this season, the port explained. It is
also anticipated that the number of passengers
per ship will vary by sailing and will increase as the season progresses.
The seven major brands homeporting in Seattle
this season will be utilising 14 vessels, up from the 11
usually seen in most seasons.
“The Port of Seattle looks forward to providing another season of safe cruise experiences, as we continue to work with our local public health officials to
ensure the health and safety of passengers, crews, and
the community.
“Our vision is for a thriving Seattle Alaska cruise

industry, one that leads the world in terms of environmental standards, inspiring other ports to meet the
same high standards, and delivers job and business
opportunities where they are needed most,” said Stephanie Jones Stebbins, Managing Director of Maritime at
the Port of Seattle. “Cruise is a critical part of our local
and regional economy, supporting thousands of jobs
across maritime, tourism, hospitality, agriculture, and
services.”
As in 2021, both the port and cruise lines will adopt
detailed agreements documenting COVID prevention
and response plans on everything from vaccinations,
testing to quarantine procedures. Cruise lines also detailed how they will participate in the US Center for Dis-

‘Norwegian Joy’ seen under Seattle’s famous skyline

2022 USA SPECIAL REPORT sponsored by CSI
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ease Control’s (CDC) recommendations for cruise ships.

Canadian calls
Cruise lines operating out of Seattle this year are also
expected to call at a Canadian port and must also meet
Canadian vaccination and testing requirements.
Last year, the Port of Seattle claimed it had hosted
one of the safest cruise seasons in the world, thanks
to partnerships with cruise lines, state and local public
health officials, ports in Alaska, and passengers.
The shortened season, with 82 cruise calls, demonstrated the success of safety protocols.
On the environment, Seattle is one of the most progressive cruise homeports in North America, routinely
setting new standards that go beyond regulatory compliance to reduce environmental impact, it said.
Beyond compliance, the port said it closely works
with the industry to minimise the climate change and
air quality impacts from cruise ship operations through
the use of cleaner fuels, access to shore power, and
a strong collaborative relationship focused on the environment.
This year, the Port will call upon its existing agreements to require shore power capable ships to use
shore power while berthed. A new shore power connection is on track to be completed at Bell Street Pier
Cruise Terminal in 2023.
A goal has also been set to have 100% of homeport
cruise ships in Seattle equipped with shore power capability and connect to power on every call by 2030 or
sooner.
This year, all of Holland America Line and Princess
Cruises ships calling at Smith Cove Cruise Terminal will
be shore power capable.

Puget Sound water quality
The Port is also working with cruise lines to ensure
water quality protection for the Puget Sound. While in
2018 Puget Sound officially became a ‘No Discharge
Zone,’ cruise lines stopped discharging wastewater voluntarily years before the state of Washington extended
these protections to all vessels.
Since 2004, the Port has partnered with the Washington State Department of Ecology and the cruise industry in a voluntary agreement. The Memorandum of
2022 USA SPECIAL REPORT sponsored by CSI

Understanding, often referred to as the ‘Cruise MOU’,
was originally put in place to increase both standards
and oversight on cruise ships, allowing for random inspections of systems and records on ships each season.
In 2020, the Port also banned all exhaust gas cleaning system washwater from cruise ships at the berths,
and in 2021, all ships calling at Seattle voluntarily
agreed to pause all discharges of washwater in Puget
Sound.
This washwater pause will remain in effect until findings from a third-party research study can show that
washwater discharges do not impact Puget Sound’s
water quality and until that time, cruise ships will not
discharge anything into Puget Sound waters.
Later this spring, the port, cruise lines, and tourism
partners will host a pre-season webinar to answer community questions about the upcoming cruise season.
Connecting locals to job and business opportunities is part of the Port of Seattle’s economic recovery
strategy.
“Thanks to our successful approach in combating
the pandemic, our region is finally on the cusp of the
tourism recovery we have been hoping for. A strong
2022 cruise season will be a gift to our region and it is
encouraging to see the cruise industry’s commitment
to Seattle and the Alaska cruise market,” said Tom Norwalk, President and CEO of Visit Seattle. “Local tourism
and hospitality partners — from restaurants and retail to
attractions and hotels—will benefit at a time when our
region needs it most. And even more critically – jobs will
be created.
“We thank and congratulate the Port of Seattle for
their leadership role in driving economic benefit into our
region and we look forward to welcoming cruise passengers to Seattle very soon,” he added.
Prior to the pandemic, the Port of Seattle had forecast a record year in 2020 with 233 cruise vessels
scheduled to sail from Seattle with an expected 1.3 mill
passengers passing through the terminals, supporting
5,500 jobs, and providing nearly $900 mill in economic
impact for the region.
With no cruise activity throughout 2020, the economic losses due to the drop in tourism were devastating locally and in Alaska.
www.cruise-ship-industry.com
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“The cruise industry is an important component
of the Southeast Alaskan economy. The past two
years have been incredibly difficult for our local businesses, and we’re excited to welcome visitors back to
our beautiful community and region,” said Alexandra
Pierce, Tourism Manager of the City and Borough of Juneau, Alaska.
Communities in Alaska also rely on tourism income
to maintain their livelihoods. A recent report prepared
for the Alaska Travel Industry Association found that the
lack of cruise in 2020 contributed to a 78% decline in
visitor spending, leading businesses to rely on government assistance, cut jobs, and reduce or pause operations.
“From the grand opening of our high-speed gondola
systems to welcoming a record-setting number of travellers, this will be an exceptional cruise season at Icy
Strait Point,” said Russell Dick, Huna Totem Corporation President and CEO. “From our Native community
of Hoonah to the Yukon River beyond Denali, the cruise

industry drives the economy for small villages across
the state of Alaska. In turn, our rich culture, vast landscapes, and abundant wildlife inspires life-changing
memories for the entire family.”

Terminal renovation
In 2017, the Port of Seattle completed a huge $30 mill
renovation programme for its Pier 66 terminal in time
for the new season.
The Bell Street Pier Cruise Terminal is now part of an
11-acre complex along Seattle’s downtown waterfront.
Pier 66 is home to Norwegian Cruise Line and Oceania Cruises, which offer weekly sailings to Alaska during the cruise season.
It is within easy walking distance to the Pike Place
Market, Seattle Aquarium and the Great Wheel, and a
30-40 minute direct ride to the airport.
The port is further upgrading this pier to enable it to
offer shore power to berthed cruise ships.

Renovation work underway at Pier 66

2022 USA SPECIAL REPORT sponsored by CSI
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New York gains MSC
For the first time, MSC Cruises is to base one of its ships in New York to operate
year-round sailings.

T

he ‘MSC Meraviglia ’will homeport in the ‘Big
Apple’ from April, 2023 for year-round cruises to
the Caribbean, Bermuda, New England and Can-

ada.

Many of the cruises out of New York will visit Ocean
Cay MSC Marine Reserve – the line’s private island destination in The Bahamas.
This deployment is set to enhance MSC Cruises’
presence in the North American market by complementing the choice of ships and itineraries sailing from
both Miami and Port Canaveral/Orlando in Florida.
It will also give guests the opportunity to extend their
holiday with a stay in New York either before or after
their cruise.
Gianni Onorato, MSC Cruises’ CEO, said, “New York
is one of the most incredible and vibrant destinations in
the world so by adding the city as a year-round homeport
for ‘MSC Meraviglia’, we are greatly enhancing our offering in North America.
“The itineraries will have a very strong appeal not
only for our guests in the US but also for international
holidaymakers and given the huge range of intercontinental flights to and from the ‘Big Apple’, these sailings
will be accessible to guests from all around the world.
“We designed our mix of itineraries to take advantage of New York’s geographic flexibility, so that our
guests can soak up the sun in the Caribbean during the
spring and winter seasons, head to Bermuda during the
summer or go north to see Canada’s natural beauty in
the autumn. And of course, for those guests that wish
to discover New York there is the option to do so pre
or post their cruise to really make the most out of their
holiday,” he explained.
‘MSC Meraviglia’ will offer a variety of itineraries ranging from six to 11 nights.
MSC also said that its decision to deploy a ship yearround in New York is the latest example of the brand’s
long-standing focus on the overall North American
cruise market, which includes attracting more international holidaymakers and continuing to place some
of its most advanced ships at US ports.
2022 USA SPECIAL REPORT sponsored by CSI

‘Carnival Radiance’ met up with the ‘Carnival Miracle’ off Mexico

For example, Port Canaveral in Florida was added
last year as a permanent homeport with a mix of three,
four and seven-night cruises aimed at maximising options for international guests to enjoy the mix of attractions in the Orlando area.

Long Beach boost
As part of Carnival Cruise Line’s (CCL) year-long 50th
birthday celebrations, ‘Carnival Miracle’ sailed from the
Port of Long Beach in February.
This marked the first of 17 ‘Sailabrations’ cruises.
CCL’s birthday sailings from Long Beach ran through
10th March, 2022 and featured at-sea ship meet ups,
special entertainment and programming.
‘Carnival Miracle’s’ 14-day celebration cruise visited Honolulu, Maui, Kona, Hilo, and Ensenada. On 5th
March, ‘Carnival Miracle’ met up with ‘Carnival Radiance’ in Baja, Mexico, outside of Ensenada.
CCL restarted operations from Long Beach in August, last year and will have its entire fleet back in service by this summer. The line is the leading cruise ship
operator on the US West Coast, with three ships: ‘Carnival Miracle’, ‘Carnival Panorama’ and ‘Carnival Radiance’ departing from the Port of Long Beach.
The company has been present on the West Coast
for about 40 years, operating week-long cruises from
Southern California in the 1980s and introducing short
cruises in the mid-1990s.
www.cruise-ship-industry.com
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Carnival Corp acquired the Long Beach Cruise Terminal, including part of the geodesic dome – once home
to Howard Hughes’ ‘Spruce Goose’ – in 2003. In 2018,
Carnival purchased the remaining part of the dome and
expanded the facility with significant upgrades.
This expansion project more than doubled the size
of the terminal to 146,000 sq ft.
The Carnival group operates 24 ships from 14 US
homeports and employs more than 40,000 people from
120 nationalities.
Carnival’s latest ship, ‘Mardi Gras’, featuring the first
roller coaster at sea and the first in the Americas powered by LNG, sailed from Port Canaveral, Fla, on 31st
July, 2021.
As part of its 50th Birthday festivities, ‘Mardi Gras’
sistership, ‘Carnival Celebration’ is scheduled to sail
in late 2022 from PortMiami, as well as the ‘Carnival
Jubilee’ from Galveston in 2023.

Port Everglades’ shore power
Broward County and its Port Everglades Department
signed a $495,000 agreement with Florida Power &
Light (FPL) to explore installing electrical shore power
systems to all eight cruise ship berths at the world’s

third largest cruise homeport.
This agreement gives FPL the go ahead to begin the
design operations required to construct a new electrical
sub-station and power distribution facilities at Port Everglades.
“When we first explored shore power back in 2009,
few of the cruise ships that came to Port Everglades
were equipped to connect at that time, so it was premature to make a multi-million dollar investment.
“Now is the time as today’s cruise ships being built
for energy efficiency and the lines are retrofitting their
older fleet with shore power technology,” said Port Everglades CEO and Port Director, Jonathan Daniels.
He added that the Port will seek state and federal
cost-sharing opportunities, such as grants, with the balance of the project shared between the Port and the
cruise lines.
The preliminary design phase, which is due to last
about three months, includes assessing the capability and capacity of the electrical grid to determine the
necessary electrical infrastructure upgrades required
to effectively deliver shore power to each of the eight
cruise berths.

‘Carnival Horizon’ seen leaving Florida
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CSI sets a new course
Now in its fourth year, Cruise Ship Interiors Expo America (CSI)
https://cruiseshipinteriors-expo.com, to be held at Miami Beach Convention Centre on 7th
and 8th June this year, will have a new look, according to organiser Elite Exhibitions.

I

n that time, CSI has evolved from being the world’s
first interior design exhibition purely focused on
the cruise industry, to becoming the sector’s ‘go
to’ global platform.
For example, the expo has tailored its profile to
the needs of the modern buyer and supplier, directly
connecting the buyers with products and services
they are seeking.

There are six new vessel classes due to be
launched by cruise ship operators in the next two
years, including new ships from Disney Cruise Lines,
Norwegian Cruise Line and Royal Caribbean, with sisterships scheduled for delivery through 2026.
As cruise brands evolve their designs with
next-generation cruise markets in mind, CSI offers a
route to the future.
Cruise line buyers can sign up to new concierge
tours, offering a bespoke route around the designers,
outfitters and suppliers they need to meet. Also being
introduced is a speed networking service, matching
buyers and suppliers to help them get to the heart of
essential conversations.

initiatives, CSI is making it easier for cruise line buyers and designers to source products that lead to
sustainability gains.
Indeed, day two (8th June) is dedicated to sustainability, with several conference sessions led by cruise
line operators and sustainability experts, breakout
workshops held on exhibitor stands and a route
etched through the show floor displaying the most
sustainable products and services.
Discover the latest products and services from
over 300 brands, including AROS Marine, Grottini,
OMIO Atelier & Design, Bolidt, and MACK Rides.
Hear from industry leaders at the curated conference programme, Cruise Conversations Live America, covering key topics from upcoming trends and
designing spaces to sustainability.
In addition, enjoy the networking opportunities
taking place throughout the event, including the official Opening Party, Happy Hour, Speed Networking
and more.

More focused
CSI is also bigger and even more focused this year.
By recognising the symbiotic nature of service and
hospitality design, Cruise Ship Hospitality (CSH) has
been merged with CSI.
As a result, everything needed to deliver a successful cruise interior design project from start to
finish can be found with CSI’s 300 plus exhibitors
(double the 2021 number), the organiser said.
With cruise lines developing sustainability
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Networking is one of the prime activities at CSI
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VIKAND steps up to the plate
Across the USA, there are literally hundreds of equipment and service suppliers looking
after the cruise fleets in various ports.

I

CSI spoke with Peter Hult, Co-founder and CEO of
Florida-based health care provider VIKAND.

VIKAND provides global medical and public health
service solutions to the entire maritime industry, including cruise, yacht, superyacht, commercial shipping, fishing, and energy sectors.
The company currently works with more than 200
cruise ship clients - spread over 32 cruise lines - supporting 120,000 crew members with medical and mental wellness needs supported by experienced on board
and onshore medical teams.
Hult said that VIKAND can support the cruise industry in three main ways:
First, as an outsourced medical management services provider.
Here, under a medical management contract, the
company manages all of the cruise line’s healthcare
needs, including contracting with the medical staff and
retaining the medical malpractice liability.
Why would any cruise line like to retain this liability?
This starts with the sourcing and examining the credentials of medical staff. Ongoing training and support is
provided 24/7 for medical staff on board to ensure that
there are two way communications so they can provide
daily updates on not only acute but also ongoing daily
medical cases where VIKAND can help with advice as
necessary.
The company also manages all the compliance
issues, such as standard operating protocols, procedures and policies including COVID-19 protocols.
Outbreak prevention management is provided and
protocols, which are the pro-active aspect to help reduce healthcare risk on board, as well as making sure
that the on board medical facilities meet all of the
compliances, both from an overall standpoint with flag
states and the IMO and from a port state perspective.
During the past two years, VIKAND has been heavily involved with COVID-19 to ensure that all policies,
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VIKAND Co-founder and CEO, Peter Hult

procedures and
protocols have
been augmented,
upgraded, updated,
as the pandemic
changed in severity and various
regulators updated
their local jurisdictions. The company
has worked with
many cruise line
operators and associations in this
process.

VIKAND ensures that all the biomedical equipment
on board is maintained and managed properly, including annual calibration checks and certification. Repair
and replacement services for the medical equipment
on board and new equipment procurement are also
provided.
The on board pharmaceutical and controlled substances supplies are closely managed, including reducing waste, due to expiration by managing the stock
intensively by timing deliveries to ensure optimum levels are maintained.
In addition, case management and claims management are provided from a regulatory standpoint but also
if a crew member or guest is disembarked on medical
grounds, VIKAND can continue to provide the overall
management from a medical, as well as a claims/regulatory standpoint.
Public health support is also provided with regards
to ship auditing, training, education, protocols, procedures and tools to reduce healthcare risks on board and
meet public health standards.
Second, as a medical consultant.
Clients are advised about on board medical
management as above although the cruise line retain

www.cruise-ship-industry.com
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the responsibility for employing their own medical staff
and also retain the responsibility for medical malpractice liability for example.
Third, provide specific services related to the a
cruise ship’s operations.
Most of the specific services mentioned above can
be provided separately from the company’s total healthcare medical management service on an ‘as needed’
basis, or under an annual contract, depending on the
client’s requirements.

’A La Carte’ solution
Hult explained that the top four cruise lines tended to
adopt an ‘a la carte’ solution, by which VIKAND provides
support with specific services.
Most of the other cruise lines have signed the company up either as a medical manager or medical consultant. VIKAND deals with 32 of the 40 cruise lines in
this sector.

bility Charter work, Hult said “In order to have a
commercially sustainable shipping community, we need
to have a sustainable seafaring community and we all
recognise that it is a dynamically changing environment
as younger seafarers join and we try to create a more
diverse seafaring community.
“Our job at VIKAND is trying to drive the awareness
around creating a sustainable seafaring community by
promoting:
• Seafarers’ access to communications.
•	Seafarers’ access to global electronic financial
systems.
• Seafarers’ access to good and nutritious food.
• Seafarers’ physical wellbeing.
• Seafarers’ mental wellness .
• Seafarers’ easy access to modern health care.
•	Seafarers’ access to a safe and healthy on board
work environment.

The average cruise ship operator will opt for a medical management/medical consultant contract on the
medical services side. On the medical support side it
is bio-medical equipment maintenance and calibration,
public health and medical escort services.

•	Being part of a positive work environment; free
of abuse, harassment, sexual harassment and
assault with pro-active and attainable support,
engagement and training.

VIKAND has already organised local representation
in Monaco and will be opening a fully serviced office in
Copenhagen in early April located in the Danish Shipowners’ Association’s building.

•	Providing seafarers’ families with a safety net offering seafarers peace of mind.

Covering 32 brands, the ships will call at a variety
of places, some with less health care availability than
others. Hult claimed that VIKAND supplies best in class
support in areas of extreme weather and complies with
all regulatory requirements in those areas.
A lot of our clients (around 20%) are expeditionary
by nature so the company has “a lot of experience in
providing medical support in this sector,” he said.
He also confirmed that the company works very
closely with organisations, such as CLIA on the various
medical and public health work groups.
Speaking about the Seafarer Human Sustaina-
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• Seafarers’ safety net when at home and ashore.

•	We encourage an environment focusing on seafarers’ education including human relations, emotional intelligence, leadership, and an inclusive
culture that addresses diversity, inclusion, and
equity.
“VIKAND wants to help promote the fact that the industry needs to work together in totality around seafarer
sustainability. By having small incremental improvements in each of the above categories, the total impact
will be profound.
“VIKAND wants to help be a catalyst of change
under the umbrella of a commercially sustainable environment to ensure we continue to have a commercially viable industry,” he concluded.
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ShipMoney: Payment solutions simplified
At ShipMoney, the unique financial circumstances facing the maritime industry was recognised,
from paying wages at sea to settling global invoices and minimising on board cash.

T

hat was the reason why, the company developed
a digital payments at sea system, which is continuing to be enhanced in the company’s full ecosystem of proprietary technology, Co-founder and CEO
Stuart Ostrow said.
With support in over 180 countries, ShipMoney is
claimed to be the simple, secure, cost-effective way to
move money across borders and oceans.
Florida-based ShipMoney is an operating subsidiary
of Global Technology Partners, which is one of the largest international prepaid payment processors in the
world, providing services and programmes in over 30
countries.
Major cruise lines worldwide use the platform to reduce administrative headaches and pay thousands of
employees, contractors and vendors at once – in real
time, through a single digital file – saving untold hours
of work.

ShipMoney Co-founder and CEO, Stuart
Ostrow

By using ShipMoney, clients can
allocate funds however they need to,
instantly, with no
transaction fees
and low wire costs.
The platform allows
companies to maintain consistent,
predictable and
transparent crew
payments, and
because the company is vertically
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integrated as both program manager and payment processor, it is able to customise the product to meet the
unique needs of each client, Ostrow explained.
ShipMoney currently has more than 150,000 cardholders from 135 countries. They all enjoy consistent
payments and access to a simple mobile app for managing their money at sea. This app allows them to
repatriate funds to a home bank, fund companion
cards, send money through Western Union and MoneyGram, schedule transfers and payouts ahead of time,
withdraw cash from ATMs, fund virtual and physical
debit cards, make payments wherever Visa is accepted
and more.

Cash no longer king
Ostrow claimed that the days of sailing with large
amounts of cash is now at an end. With ShipMoney, a
company’s working capital can be freed up, money can
be allocated more intelligently, ship security increased,
logistics improved, the cost of doing business reduced
and the paying of crew members made easier and more
transparent.
Due to the situation in and around the Black Sea,
the company is being approached by numerous shipowners and crewing managers asking how they can
help pay Ukrainian and Russian seafarers.
The seafarers are asking their employers not to pay
money into their bank accounts, as they know it will
never arrive or even if it does, then they would be unable to withdraw cash, transfer money, etc.
So the ShipMoney prepaid card is an obvious solution, Ostrow said, which today is practically an industry
standard in the cruise sector.
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After three long years, the
international cruise industry can
finally celebrate getting back
together for Seatrade Cruise
Global in Miami this April… and
what a show it’s set to be with
hundreds of exhibitors and
thousands of visitors from 100+
countries expected to attend.

The Great Cruise Reunion
There is much to look forward to at the 2022 edition
of Seatrade Cruise Global, taking place at the Miami
Beach Convention Center from April 25-28. The fourday conference and exhibition will deliver some 50
hours of educational content in the form of conference
sessions, debate, workshops and panel discussions.
The show floor itself is zoned into key cruise ‘sector
neighborhoods’ making it easy for visitors to find their
way around and center in on their individual interests.
In addition, show features and conference sessions
follow along similar sector-based lines with the focus
for 2022 on: ports and destinations; entertainment;
expedition cruising; design and ship interiors;
information technology; ship equipment and ship
building; safety and security; environment and health;
and hotel operations and concessions.

What to look out for in 2022
As ever, visitors will be able to explore a variety of new
and returning features designed to enhance their
show experience.

VISITOR MATCHMAKING
For the first time, visitors will be able to plan ahead
by arranging meetings in advance of the show. Special
software will allow them to search for contacts by
job title, company, sector, business type, or they can
use automatic suggestions to find a perfect match.
A dedicated meeting lounge onsite, complete with
concierge service, will save valuable time and ensure
that all meetings are carried out comfortably and
in private.

THE INTERACTIVE TECH ZONE
The new Interactive Tech Zone, delivered in
partnership with theICEway, will be an engaging,
educational, and immersive feature area on the show
floor. Attendees will be able to get interactive while
they learn about tech innovations including VR,
emotion recognition, dynamic digital displays, and
AR for crew training at this stand-out cruise IT
playground feature.

SHOW NETWORKING
As ever, there will be no shortage of networking
opportunities at the event with a series of receptions
and meeting areas dedicated to helping the cruise
community put faces to names and forge new
friendships. The Design Lounge will once again be
the place to go for architects and creatives, while the
Opening Night Welcome Reception will be the standout gala event of the week.

CONFERENCE
For many though, the show highlight will be the
Seatrade Cruise Global conference, which attracts
significant interest from cruise line executives from
around the world. Themed broadly around the
resilience of the industry, the conference aims to
deliver both inspiration and practicality, while the
speaker list itself reads like a who’s-who of cruise
leaders and influencers.
A packed program will address many of the major
issues affecting the industry today, not least how
cruising is bouncing back from the impact of Covid,
but also environmental sustainability, regional
developments from around the world, the
essentials of expedition cruising and numerous
sector-specific sessions ranging from cruise tech
to experience planning.
The much anticipated ‘State of the Global Cruise
Industry Keynote’ address will return on Tuesday,
26 April. Presented in partnership with Cruise Lines
International Association (CLIA), this kick-off event
will be moderated by BBC World News presenter
Lucy Hockings, and will explore responsible tourism
practices, as well as a commitment to deliver those
memorable travel experiences that make cruising
the best way to see the world. Speakers at this pivotal
session include representatives from three of the
largest cruise lines: Kelly Craighead, President &
CEO, CLIA; Arnold Donald, President & CEO, Carnival
Corporation & plc; Jason Liberty, President & CEO, Royal
Caribbean Group; and Pierfrancesco Vago, Executive
Chairman, MSC Cruises.

A full itinerary of what’s on and details of registering to
visit are available at www.seatradecruiseglobal.com
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